DIRAK Introduces New Line of SNAP-LINE Fasteners
Includes DIRAK’s SNAP-LINE Captive Fasteners…a Replacement for Traditional Captive Screws

DIRAK’s new line of SNAP-LINE fasteners securely joins two metal panels and can be used anywhere standard fasteners are used. Multiple options are available, including a line of SNAP-LINE Captive Fasteners which are ideal replacements for traditional captive screw and nut applications commonly found on 19” racks in the telecommunications/computer industries.

DIRAK’s SNAP-LINE Captive Fasteners offer direct advantages over traditional captive screw and nut applications:

1) **Installation without tools or hardware.** No need to purchase expensive installation equipment. End-user can install DIRAK’s Captive Fasteners themselves without tools or other equipment.

2) **Eliminates the concern** of mounting hardware becoming loose and falling onto sensitive electronic equipment.

3) **Simplified supply chain.** The OEM does not need to specify the fastener early in the design phase nor manage a complex global supplier network.
4) **End-user flexibility.** Final production units can be shipped directly to the end-user who can determine which product solution is best for their specific application. The end-user can select from different actuation methods such as hand or tool operable, the type of tool preferred for actuation, or the fasteners that meet specific industry security standards.

Most of DIRAK’s SNAP-LINE fasteners feature D-SNAP® Technology. This innovative technology ensures a secure, vibration resistant attachment to the panel while eliminating the need for tools and mounting hardware. Fasteners that feature D-SNAP® Technology are installed simply by pushing the fastener through the panel cutout. An optional spring facilitates easy removal. Both captive and non-captive fasteners are available.

**Target Markets & Applications**

DIRAK SNAP-LINE Fasteners can be used anywhere standard fasteners are used. Captive Fasteners are ideal replacements for captive screw and nut applications commonly found on 19” racks. They are especially applicable in the following industries.

- Telecommunications & Computer Enclosure Assembly
- 19” Racks
- Industrial Machinery
- Medical Equipment
- Food Equipment (non-food zone applications)
- Transportation & Off-Highway Vehicles

DIRAK is a global designer, manufacturer, and distributor of innovative, high quality system solutions for latching, hinging and profile technology. DIRAK products are sold and distributed globally through a network of authorized sales representatives.

For additional information, contact DIRAK, Inc., 22560 Glenn Drive, Sterling, Virginia, USA. Tel: 703-378-7637, Fax: 703-378-7638,
E-mail: options@dirak.com Website: www.snaplinebydirak.com or www.dirak.com
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